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Abstract
The observation of neutrino oscillations and masses motivates the extension of the standard model

with right handed neutrinos, leading to heavy neutrino states possibly in the electroweak scale,

which could be impacted by new high-scale weakly coupled physics. A systematic tool for studying

these interactions is the neutrino-extended standard model effective field theory νSMEFT. In this

work we study the prospects of the future LHeC electron-proton collider to discover or constrain

the νSMEFT interactions, performing the first dedicated and realistic analysis of the well known

lepton-trijet signals, both for the lepton flavor violating p e− → µ− + 3j (LFV) and the lepton

number violating p e− → µ++3j (LNV) channels, for HNLs masses in the electroweak scale range:

100 GeV ≤ mN ≤ 500 GeV. The obtained sensitivity prospects show that the LHeC with 100 fb−1

luminosity could be able to probe the scenario of a heavy N and constrain the effective couplings to

a region of the parameter space as tight as the bounds that are currently considered for the O(10)

GeV scale masses, with effective couplings of O(10−1) for NP scale Λ = 1TeV.

∗Electronic address: lucia@fisica.edu.uy
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of light neutrino masses and the oscillation phenomena can be accounted

for in a minimal extension of the SM Lagrangian with sterile right-handed neutrinos NR,

which allow for a lepton number violating Majorana mass term, as in the Type-I seesaw

[1–5]. This Majoarana mass scale is a parameter, not related to electroweak symmetry

breaking, and in the naive (high-scale) seesaw it is taken to be large, so that it suppresses

the induced mass for the mostly active light neutrinos, thus leading to very heavy massive

states in addition to the light ones. However, the lightness of the known neutrinos could

also be explained by symmetry principles, which is the argument of the linear and inverse

seesaw variants [6, 7] to lower the mass scale of the heavy neutrinos, and allow to probe their

phenomenology at laboratory energies. Indeed, even if the heavy neutral leptons (HNLs) or

heavy neutrinos are accesible, their interactions with the SM particles in this scenarios are

also suppressed by their small mixing UℓN with the active neutrinos νℓL, strongly constrained

by experiments [8], and thus would have undetectably weak interactions.

Yet, a variety of new physics may be hidden at energies well above the EW scale: its

possible effects on the SM degrees of freedom are systematically studied with the use of

the SM effective field theory (SMEFT). This new physics can also impact the behavior of

the heavy neutrinos if they are light enough to be included in the low energy spectrum,

and if present, would probably dominate over the interactions due to their mixing with the

active neutrino states. Thus the HNLs interactions with the SM particles can be seen as

the remnant of new UV physics and described by an effective field theory including them

also as part of its building blocks. This is the Standard Model Effective Field Theory

framework extended with right-handed Neutrinos νSMEFT, with operators known up to

mass dimension d = 9 [9–16].1

This EFT includying the NR as accesible states has received increasing attention since it

offers an efficient tool to parameterize the effects of UV physics and learn from prospective

studies how to discover the HNLs by their new interactions, or to constrain the Wilson

coefficients of the distinct operators consistent with the SM symmetry at a given mass

dimension d and energy scale Λ. Since its first introduction by the authors of [12] as an

1 Also called SMNEFT, NRSMEFT and νRSMEFT in the literature.
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explicit EFT to study neutrino interactions, much progress has been made in the νSMEFT

framework both from the phenomenology and from the theory side [17–56].

Many of these recent efforts have pointed to the phenomenology of HNLs within the

νSMEFT framework at the LHC and future lepton colliders. Here we focus in the study of

the sensitivity projections for the HNL N with effective interactions at the LHeC, an e−p

collider to be built at the LHC tunnel [57–59]. For this study we consider a simplified scenario

with only one heavy neutrino, neglecting its mixing with the active states and tackling

an encompassable parameter space involving the HNL mass and its effective couplings.

We consider the N decay to muons and jets, usually called the lepton-trijet final state:

p e− → µ± + 3j. The process with final muons (p e− → µ− + 3j) conserves lepton number

but violates flavor (LFV), while the process with final anti-muons (p e− → µ++3j) violates

also lepton number by two units (LNV).

Previous studies of the lepton-trijet signal given by the Type-I seesaw mixing interactions

at the LHeC can be found in [60–62], originally tackled in [63–67]. In ref. [18] our group

studied for the first time the potential of the LHeC to discover Majorana neutrinos in the

νSMEFT context, and in ref. [24] we explored the possibility to disentangle the contributions

of effective operators with different Dirac-Lorentz structure to the LNV lepton-trijet process

with the aid of angular distributions and polarization effects. Here we improve those results

with up-to-date and realistic simulation and analysis at the reconstructed level. A recent

prospective study for the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) at Brookhaven can be found in [68].

Also a diversity of related LHeC sensitivity studies can be found in the recent literature:

a search for HNLs with additional Leptoquark interactions giving displaced fat-jets can be

found in [69], prospects for charged leptons flavor violating signals are given in [70], as well

as fat-jet searches of very heavy massive neutrinos in [71].

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we describe the νSMEFT formalism and

overview the phenomenology associated with the different effective interactions. In section

IIA we inspect the current existing bounds on the effective couplings to be considered for

the benchmark scenarios probed in this study. In section III we discuss our search strategy

for the LHeC, characterizing the N production mechanism kinematics in ep colliders (IIIA).

We also revisit the N decay channels branching ratios and total width (III B), discuss the SM

processes considered as background at the reconstructed level, and discuss the multivariate

analysis performed to separate the signals. The sensitivity prospects for the heavy N in
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νSMEFT at the LHeC are shown in figure 8. We close with a summary in section IV.

II. EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS FORMALISM

We consider the SM Lagrangian to be extended with only one right-handed neutrino NR

with a Majorana mass term (∼MN).2 The renormalizable d = 4 Lagrangian extension reads

Ld=4 = NRi/∂NR −

(
MN

2
N c

RNR +
∑
ℓ

Yℓ Lℓϕ̃NR + h.c.

)
. (1)

After diagonalization, one gets a massive state N as an observable degree of freedom, to-

gether with the three known light neutrino states (with masses mν ∼ 0.1 eV), which are all

of Majorana nature. The flavor neutrino eigenstates contain some part of the heavy N due

to the mixing UℓN = Yℓ v/
√
2MN :

νℓL =
3∑

i=1

Uℓiνi + UℓNN.

In turn, the heavy state N is mostly composed of the right-handed state N ≃ NR with

negligible mixing with the active ℓ flavor states νℓL, constrained by the naive seesaw relation

UℓN ≲
√

mν

MN
, and thus with negligible interaction through the SM electroweak currents

when its mass is above the GeV scale.

In our simplified setup, we will not include the renormalizable Lagrangian in (1) and

thus neglect the mixings UℓN . In this way, the new physics effects on the heavy state N

(possibly due to the presence of new mediators in the UV scale Λ) are parameterized by a

set of effective operators OJ constructed with the SM and the NR fields and satisfying the

SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y gauge symmetry [12, 14, 72]. The total Lagrangian we consider is organized

as follows:

L = LSM +
∞∑
d=5

1

Λd−4

∑
J

αJOd
J (2)

where d is the mass dimension of the operator Od
J , αJ are the effective (Wilson) couplings

and the sum in J goes over all independent interactions at a given dimension d.

2 At least two heavy N states are required to reproduce the measured masses and mixings with light
neutrinos, but this simplifying assumption retains the main phenomenology and corresponds to scenarios
where the additional N are too heavy to impact in low-energy observables.
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Type Operator Interactions Coupling

N mass d = 5 Od=5
Nϕ (Od=5

Higgs) (N̄N c)(ϕ†ϕ) hNN and Majorana mass term αd=5
Nϕ

Dipole d = 5 O(5)
NB (N̄aσµνN

c
b )B

µν , a ̸= b Dipoles dγ , dZ αd=5
NB

h-dressed mixing O(i)
LNϕ (Oβ

LNH) (ϕ†ϕ)(L̄iNϕ̃) Yukawa+doublet (UℓN . and mν) α
(i)
LNϕ

Bosonic ONNϕ (OHN) i(ϕ†←→Dµϕ)(N̄γµN) Neutral current (NNZ) αNNϕ = αZ

Currents O(i)
Nlϕ (Oβ

HNℓ) i(ϕT ϵDµϕ)(N̄γµli) Charged current (NlW ) α
(i)
Nlϕ = α

(i)
W

Dipoles O(i)
NB (ONB) (L̄iσ

µνN)ϕ̃Bµν One-loop level generated α
(i)
NB/(16π

2)

O(i)
NW (Oβ

NW) (L̄iσ
µντ IN)ϕ̃W I

µν dγ , dZ , dW α
(i)
NW /(16π2)

O(i)
QNN (OQN) (Q̄iγ

µQi)(N̄γµN) 4-femion α
(i)
QNN

4-fermion NC O(i)
LNN (Oβ

LN) (L̄iγ
µLi)(N̄γµN) vector- mediated α

(i)
LNN

O(i)
fNN (Off) (f̄iγ

µfi)(N̄γµN) f = u, d, l α
(i)
fNN

4-fermion CC O(i,j)
duNl (Oβ

duNℓ) (d̄jγ
µuj)(N̄γµli) 4-fermion vector- mediated α

(i,j)
duNl = α

(i,j)
V0

O(i,j)
QuNL (Oα

QuNL) (Q̄iui)(N̄Lj) 4-fermion α
(i,j)
QuNL = α

(i,j)
S1

4-fermion O(i,j)
LNQd (Oα

LNQd) (L̄iN)ϵ(Q̄jdj) scalar-mediated α
(i,j)
LNQd = α

(i,j)
S2

CC/NC O(i,j)
QNLd (Q̄iN)ϵ(L̄jdj) α

(i,j)
QNLd = α

(i,j)
S3

O(i,j)
LNLl (Oδβ

LNLℓ) (L̄iN)ϵ(L̄jlj) α
(i,j)
LNLl = α

(i,j)
S0

TABLE I: Basis of d = 5 and d = 6 operators with a right-handed neutrino N [12, 14].

Here li, ui, di and Li, Qi denote the right handed singlets and the left-handed SU(2)

doublets, respectively. The field ϕ is the scalar doublet, Bµν and W I
µν are the U(1)Y and

SU(2)L field strengths. Also σµν = i
2
[γµ, γν ] and ϵ = iσ2 is the anti symmetric symbol in

two dimensions. We follow the notation in [12] and quote the names in ([53]). See

Appendix A for the explicit Lagrangian terms.

There are only three dimension 5 effective operators in (2). The well known Weinberg

operator OW = (L̄ϕ̃)(ϕ†Lc) [73] involving only left-handed neutrino fields, which violates

lepton number and contributes to the light neutrino masses. The Anisimov-Graesser oper-

ator ONϕ = (N̄RN
c
R)(ϕ

†ϕ) [9, 10] which also contributes to the Majorana mass term for NR

(when it is considered, in the renormalizable d = 4 Lagrangian in (1)) and gives Higgs-N -N

interactions. And finally the dipole operator O(5)
NB = (N̄RσµνN

c
R)B

µν inducing magnetic mo-
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ments for the heavy neutrinos, which is identically zero if we include just one sterile neutrino

NR in the theory, and was first studied in ref. [13]. Their phenomenology both regarding

Higgs and heavy N physics in colliders together and in comparison to the simple seesaw

mixing interactions has been studied in [10, 23, 30, 31, 38, 46]. We refer the reader to [46]

for a detailed description of the interplay between the Type-I seesaw Lagrangian and the

dimension 5 operators in the generation of light and heavy neutrino masses and the heavy

neutrinos decays, in the case where three right-handed neutrinos are added to the SM field

content. Here we will not consider the d = 5 operators, as in the simplified scenario with

only one right-handed neutrino state added we will focus on, they make no contributions to

the studied processes at electron-proton colliders when discarding the heavy-active neutrino

mixings UℓN , neither to the N decay. Thus we will only consider the contributions of the

d = 6 operators, following the treatment presented in [12, 14], and shown in table I. Our

implementation of the effective Lagrangian in FeynRules 2.3 has been discussed in [48].

Full expressions for each explicit Lagrangian term can be found in the Appendix A, and we

briefly discuss them in the following.

The Higgs dressed mixing operator OLNϕ is a Yukawa interaction for the N dressed with

a Higgs doublet pair, and thus contributes with extra terms at tree-level to light neutrino

masses mν and mixings [51]. It also leads to new Nν-Higgs interactions, as read from eq.

(A1). The neutral (NC) and charged (CC) bosonic currents ONNϕ,ONlϕ are written in eqs.

(A2) and (A3). The charged current couples the W boson with right-handed chiral leptons:

a (V + A) structure as opposed to the (V − A) SM charged weak interaction.

The explicit expressions of the d = 6 dipole momenta operators ONB,ONW are written in

eqs. (A4) and (A5). They induce dipole interactions of the N with the Z, γ and W bosons

(dZ , dγ and dW ) [13, 47, 53]. These operators are generated at one-loop level in the complete

UV theory [12, 74], and thus their contributions are suppressed by a loop factor 1/(16π2)

which is taken into account in our numerical calculations.

We classify the four-fermion interactions in terms of possible UV mediators connecting

the fermion lines in the Lagrangian terms given by each operator.3 There are three types of

vector-mediated neutral currents involving two N fields, one vector-mediated charged cur-

rent, and as shown in eqs. (A10) to (A13) the last four-fermion operators induce Lagrangian

3 A detailed recent work on UV completions for the νSMEFT operators can be found in [54].
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terms that can be obtained from an UV completion where the fermion lines are mediated

by neutral or charged scalars.

A. Constraints on effective couplings

In the last years many works on right-handed effective neutrino interactions (νSMEFT)

including d = 6 operators have derived bounds for the different effective couplings values αJ ,

or alternatively on the new physics scale Λ given by existing experimental direct or indirect

searches of BSM phenomena. Most of these constraints are applicable for mN masses below

the range we consider in this work: mN = 100 − 500 GeV, but it is worth to make some

comments for a review and comparison of the different approaches.

A very recent and illustrative review of constraints on the dim=6 νSMEFT operators

coefficients can be found in [53]. The authors neglect the seesaw mixings between the active

and heavy N neutrinos, in the same fashion we do here, and obtain bounds considering each

effective operator acting separately at a time, thus avoiding cancellations. This approach

generally leads to conservative constraints, as it does not allow for N production and detec-

tion through different operators. They show plots in the mN −C/Λ2 plane for each operator

coupling and masses mN < 100 GeV. 4

When more than one operator acting at a time is considered, bounds can be obtained from

a variety of processes involving combinations of couplings (typically with different production

and decay channels for the N). We refer the reader to ref. [51] for some estimates obtained

from collider searches: we must also be careful when considering their bounds values, as the

authors do not neglect the mixings between heavy and active neutrinos in their calculations,

which leads to a somewhat different phenomenology.

We discuss in the following the bounds that could be applicable for N masses in the

electroweak scale (≃ v = 246 GeV): 102 < mN < 103 GeV and give the values we take for

our numerical calculations as estimates compatible with our simplified scenario. A detailed

calculation of the bounds that could be considered for every effective operator from the

4 The new physics scale value used to obtain the couplings α can be changed to any other scale Λ̃ considering

the relation α̃ =
(

Λ̃
Λ

)2
α. In order to compare to the values discussed here for Λ = 1 TeV, one can get

an estimation at a glance considering that α/Λ2 = 10−6 GeV−2 corresponds to couplings of order one:
α ∼ 1.
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plethora of existing and future experiments is beyond the scope of the present work.

a. Standard vector bosons operators: Higgs, neutral and charged currents. The opera-

tor OLNϕ (A1) induces extra contributions at tree-level to light neutrino masses and their

mixing with the N , and also an invisible Higgs decay channel into a light and a heavy neu-

trino. The bounds from h→ νN , valid for mN < mh translate to α
(i)
LNϕ ≲ 0.3 for Λ = 1 TeV,

for every flavor i when the operator is the only one active [53]. Bounds on the coefficient

of the neutral bosonic current operator ONNϕ (A2) can be obtained from invisible Z decays

and mono-photon searches at LEP, but these apply only for mN < mZ [51]. Also, the ten-

sorial current (one-loop level generated) operators ONB,ONW (A4) (A5) can be constrained

exploiting the known bounds on the N dipole couplings to the bosons W,Z and γ [75] ob-

tained at LEP and the LHC: these give bounds above the values we consider (and obtain)

here. In the case of the electron flavor, the coupling α
(i=1)
NW is bounded by its contribution to

the unobserved neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ-decay), as will be discussed below.

We now turn to discuss the bounds that can constrain the coefficient of the operator ONlϕ

which contributes to the charged bosonic current in eq. (A3)

αNlϕ

Λ2

gv2

2
√
2
(NRγµlR) W

+µ (3)

with a similar structure to the CC of the SM, for each charged lepton flavor li = e, µ, τ [12].

The most restrictive bound on the ONlϕ operator coupling α
(1)
Nlϕ for the electron fla-

vor comes from the non-observation of neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ-decay). The

stringent limit on the lifetime τ0νββ ≥ 1.1 × 1026 years obtained by the KamLAND-Zen

Collaboration [76] gives us a mass-dependent bound α0νββ(mN) ≤ 3.2 × 10−2
(

mN

100 GeV

)1/2
for Λ = 1 TeV on the coupling of every effective operator contributing to the vertex udNe

(the details of the derivation can be followed form refs. [18, 20], see also [54]).5 We will thus

fix the coupling α
(1)
Nlϕ(mN) = α0νββ(mN) throughout all the numerical calculations in this

work.6

In the case of the muon and tau families, limits on this coupling can be obtained from

5 The couplings of the operators contributing to this vertex are: α
(1)
Nlϕ , α

(1)
NW which contribute through the

interchange of a W boson, and the four-fermion α
(1,1)
duNl, α

(1,1)
QuNL, α

(1,1)
LNQd, α

(1,1)
QNLd.

6 This is in agreement with the 0νββ-decay constraints on the mixing UeN given by the most recent literature
[77–79].
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the well known existing bounds on the seesaw mixings UℓN . One can consider the relation

UℓN ≃
v2

2

α
(i=ℓ)
Nlϕ

Λ2
(4)

to derive bounds for the bosonic charged current effective coupling from the mixings with

flavor ℓ ≡ li.

The most restrictive bounds for mN above the electroweak scale for the muon flavor come

from the charged Lepton Flavor Violating (cLFV) processes induced by the quantum effects

of the heavy neutrinos. The most stringent one can be derived from the MEG limit on the

muon radiative decay branching fraction Br(µ+ → e+γ) ≤ 4.2 10−13 [80]. Following the

treatment in ref. [81], we can translate their bounds on the product of mixings as 7

|ηeµ| =
1

2
UeNUµN =

1

2

(
v2

2

α
(1)
Nlϕ

Λ2

)(
v2

2

α
(2)
Nlϕ

Λ2

)
.

Given that we already consider α
(1)
Nlϕ = α0νββ(mN), this tiny value for the electron family

coupling almost saturates the bound, leaving us with a possible limit on the muon flavor

coupling which ranges from α
(2)
Nlϕ(mN = 100 GeV) ≤ 2.39 to α

(2)
Nlϕ(mN = 500 GeV) ≤ 0.36 for

Λ = 1 TeV, which are above the considered values for the effective couplings in the current

numerical analysis.

For the tau flavor, the possible bounds that can be considered from τ → eγ decays are even

looser: taking the limit from the most stringent scenario in [81] for |ηeτ | ≲ 10−5 and taking

again α
(1)
Nlϕ = α0νββ(mN), we obtain a bound ranging from α

(3)
Nlϕ(mN = 100 GeV) ≲ 0.68 to

α
(3)
Nlϕ(mN = 500 GeV) ≲ 0.30 for Λ = 1 TeV.

The exercise of translating the bounds on the Type-I seesaw mixings to the effective

coupling α
(i=ℓ)
Nlϕ using the relation in (4) can also be done with the recent results from the

LHC experiments. For the masses considered in this work, the bounds on |UµN |2 from ref.

[82] on the same-sign dimuons signal are the strongest and give us couplings ranging roughly

from α
(2)
Nlϕ(mN = 100 GeV) ≲ 2.1 to α

(2)
Nlϕ(mN = 1 TeV) ≲ 14.8 for Λ = 1 TeV, which again

are above the values considered in this work.

b. Four-fermion operators: charged and neutral currents. The existing constraints

on the mixings UℓN obtained from N decay-in-flight and peak searches in meson de-

cays can be used as well [53] to constrain the four-fermion charged current operators

7 We extract the values from Fig. 1 in ref. [81].
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OduNl,OQuNL,OLNQd,OQNLd in table I, with a method similar to the one used in [52] to

rescale the existing bounds on each UℓN , given that the new operators may only generate

a subset of the processes (allowed by the SM and the seesaw mixings) considered for each

experiment.

The four-fermion charged currents involving quarks could also induce mono-lepton pro-

cesses in colliders (pp→ Nℓ) in which the final state consists of a single observed lepton and

missing energy. The bounds from LHC mono-lepton searches recast in ref. [29] lead to flat

bounds α(1) < 0.1 for the electron flavor operators. These bounds rely on the assumption

that the N are long-lived or decay invisibly in the detectors, which is not the case if one

considers every effective interaction for the N decay width (see section III B), so we do not

take them directly into account for this study, since we consider the harder bounds coming

from 0νββ−decay. As explained above, the bound α0νββ(mN) = 3.2× 10−2
(

mN

100 GeV

)1/2 for

Λ = 1 TeV also applies to the couplings α
(1,1)
duNl, α

(1,1)
QuNL, α

(1,1)
LNQd, α

(1,1)
QNLd.

The four-leptons interactions from OeNN ,OLNLl are bounded considering mono-photon

searches at LEP, with a single photon recoiling against invisible particles (e+e− → NNγ).

For lower mN , these operators can be bounded using tau and muon decays [29, 53].

The neutral current vectorial four-fermion operators involving two N fields and light

quarks OfNN , f = u, d and OQNN can induce quark scatterings in which the only visible

signal is a single jet, produced mainly by a gluon emitted by any of the quarks, when the

heavy N escape undetected and give a missing energy signal. In ref. [29] these bounds

are obtained by recasting LHC mono-jet searches, and would give us flat bounds α < 0.4

for Λ = 1 TeV. Two comments are in order: as before, these bounds rely on the N being

long-lived or escaping undetected. Also, these operators are not involved in the N decay or

the processes considered for the LHeC phenomenology, so we do not take them into account

in this study.

In our numerical setup, every d = 6 operator in Tab. I for every flavor is turned on at

the same time. We follow this democratic approach, since it leads to more realistic results,

given that in most cases specific BSM UV models will generate not only one operator, but

contribute to several operators when the correct matching for the model is calculated, due

to operator mixing [32, 53, 54].

We set the values of the effective couplings of the operators contributing to 0νββ−decay

for the first family to the value α0νββ(mN) = 3.2 × 10−2
(

mN

100 GeV

)1/2. These operators
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give contributions to the total decay width ΓN , and to the N production vertex in the

considered processes. As we aim to obtain sensitivity estimates for heavy Majorana neutrinos

N in possible searches at the future LHeC, we do not impose constraints on the other

effective operators. We set the other effective couplings to the same value α but only

consider benchmark points with α ≤ 0.3 for masses in the range mN = 100− 500 GeV to be

conservative. The loop factor in the couplings of the ONB and ONW operators is considered

in the numerical calculations: we fix αNB = αNW = α, but include the loop factor in the

interaction vertices, see (A4) and (A5).

III. COLLIDER ANALYSIS

In this study we analyze the sensitivity projections for the HNL N with effective interac-

tions at the LHeC, considering its decay to muons and jets. The process with final muons

(p e− → µ−+3j) conserves lepton number but violates flavor (LFV), while the process with

final anti-muons (p e− → µ+ +3j) violates also lepton number by two units (LNV). We will

analyze both channels separately.

The LHeC is proposed to be an e−p collider built at the LHC tunnel, using an electron

beam with 60 GeV energy in the the existing 7 TeV proton beam, giving a center-of mass

energy close to 1.3 TeV. It is expected to achieve an integrated luminosity L = 100 fb−1 per

operation year, and 1 ab−1 in total [57–59]. Here we consider an integrated luminosity of

100 fb−1 to calculate our physical numbers of events.

The numerical tools used for the calculations are the following. We use our implemen-

tation of the d = 6 Lagrangian introduced in [48] in the FeynRules 2.3 software [83] and

generate UFO files [84] as output. The cross sections for the processes p e− → µ± + 3j

are calculated using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 3.4.1 [85, 86] generating LHE events at parton

level, which are read by the embedded version of PYTHIA 6 [87], which is suited to handle

proton-electron collisions, unlike the latest versions, as done in [61, 62]. Then the events

are interphased to Delphes 3.5.0 [88] with the default delphes-card-LHeC card for a fast

detector simulation. Jets are defined in Delphes using FastJet [89], with the anti−kT
algorithm.

The analysis of the generated events at the reconstructed level is made with the expert

mode in MadAnalysis5 1.8.58 [90], and the multivariate statistical analysis with the Root
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TMVA package [91].

For concreteness, we simplify the parameter space setting all the d = 6 effective couplings

αJ in eq. (2) and table I to the same numerical value α, and explore a grid of signal

benchmark scenarios (see table III). 8 The total decay widths of the heavy Majorana neutrino

N are given to MadGraph from our analytical calculations updated from [20] for each mN

and α benchmark point (see section III B).9 We also fix the new physics scale Λ = 1 TeV

and show our results for different N mass values mN = 100, 125, 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV. In

our numerical simulations we have considered hard scattering energies with
√
ŝ < Λ in order

to ensure the validity of the effective Lagrangian approach, by imposing the total transverse

energy (TET) deposit to be below the new physics scale Λ in every event.

A. Signals characterization

The LNV and LFV processes we want to study share the same production mechanism at

electron-proton colliders, namely p e− → N j with the subsequent decays N → µ±jj, pictured

in figure 1. The operators that explicitly contribute to the production mode considered

qe− → N j are the same as the ones that contribute to the N → µ±jj decay (vertices I and

II in figure 1 respectively). These are the vectorial ONlϕ, which provides an NlW vertex

which combined with the SM Wqq′ contributes to the production and decay of the heavy N ,

and the four-fermion operators with a single N and two quarks: the vectorial OduNl and the

scalar OQuNl, OLNQd and OQNLd. The explicit analytical expressions for the cross-section

σ(p e− → N j→ µ−jj) can be found in [24].

To characterize the kinematics of the production of the heavy N in the LHeC we generate

105 p e− → N j parton-level events in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO, for the chosen mN benchmark

points, with effective couplings fixed to α = 0.2. In figure 2 we show the Lab-frame physical

events distributions of the produced N boost velocity βN , boost factor γN , energies EN , and

the distances between the N and the beam-jet ∆R(N, j), as well as the pseudo-rapidities η

8 Except for the operators with charged leptons of the first family constrained by the 0νββ-decay bound,
as explained in IIA. We also include the loop factor in (A4) and (A5).

9 It is thus not easy to compare our results to the ones that would be obtained if we considered only one
operator acting at a time for the N production and decay, as the total width would change appreciably,
besides the expected reduction of the N production cross section. We leave the exploration of this scenario
for future work.
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FIG. 1: Majorana neutrino N production and semi-leptonic decay at an eP collider.

of the heavy N and the jet (notice the positive ẑ axis points in the incident proton direction,

corresponding to θ = 0).

The large asymmetry in the beam energies at electron-proton colliders tends to boost the

final particles into the proton beam direction, identified with large positive pseudo-rapidity

η values, affecting the angular correlations in the Lab-frame. The center of mass energy at

the LHeC collider is projected to be
√
S = (4EpEe)

1/2 ∼ 1.3 TeV. This energy allows to

produce boosted heavy neutrinos in the Lab-frame, with threshold energies corresponding

to the production of the N at rest in the CM-frame. The boost velocity of the threshold

CM-frame in the Lab can be obtained as a function of the N mass mN and the electron

beam energy as

βTh =
m2

N − 4E2
e

m2
N + 4E2

e

,

corresponding to a minimal value of the Bjorken variable xTh = m2
N/4EpEe. For higher

x values, with m2
N/4EpEe < x < 1, the N and the jet are produced back-to-back in the

CM-frame.

The Lab-frame decay length of the N is given by d Lab
N = βγc/ΓN , with γ = EN/mN .

Given the values of the N decay widths (see figure 3), we find all our benchmark signal

scenarios produce prompt N decays, with typical mean decay lengths ranging from d ∼ 10−14

m for mN = 500 GeV to d ∼ 10−11 m for mN = 100 GeV.

The mN = 100 GeV sample has some events with negative ηN pseudo-rapidity values, as

the boost velocity of the threshold CM-frame is negative. Thus in some events the heavy N

is going backwards in the Lab, and also, in some events the beam jet is turned backwards.
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FIG. 2: Kinematical characterization of p e− → N j parton-level events at the LHeC.

As the N has opposite azimuthal angle to the beam jet, and can be very boosted in the

Lab-frame, we expect to probe the LHeC ability to disentangle this signal with a strategy

focusing on the separation of the N decay products from the beam jet. When simulating the

full production and decay processes, together with the detector simulation and considering

possible backgrounds, we find a simple cut-and-count strategy does not lead to statistically

significant signal to background separation, suggesting a deeper analysis. This can be un-

derstood by considering that while for higher mN values the kinematical distributions of the

signal tend to show a better separation from the backgrounds, their cross-sections diminish,

making difficult to separate both contributions (see figure 4).
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FIG. 3: Branching ratios of relevant channels (left) and total N decay width (right)

considering all the effective operators in table I, Λ = 1 TeV and couplings α = 0.2 (see

text).

B. N decay

We update here the calculation of the N total decay width and branching ratios from

our works in [19, 20]. In the mN mass range we are considering, the relevant decay channels

of the heavy Majorana neutrino are those shown in figure 3 (left), plotted here considering

the contribution of every effective operator in table I contributing to the N decay, with all

couplings fixed to the same value α = 0.2 except for the ones contributing to the 0νββ-decay

as explained in section IIA.

The most relevant channels for mN < mW are those induced by four-fermion operators,

which include the decays to charged (anti-)leptons and up and down type quarks N → lud,

as well as the decays to light neutrinos plus quark or lepton pairs.10 For even lower mass

mN < 30 GeV, the decay N → νγ dominates the width. While the channels to W bosons

start to dominate at higher mass values, the decays to Z bosons are always sub-dominant

(below 10−5 for the α < 0.3 Λ = 1 TeV considered), and we do not show them here. The

total N decay width calculated with the full expressions updated from [19, 20] is compared

in figure 3 (right) with an m5
N dependence.

In our numerical simulations throughout this work we give the value of the total N decay-

width calculated considering all the effective operators couplings equal to the same value α

10 This channel also receives a contributon from the CC bosonic operator ONlϕ in (A3).
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Label Process σ(LHeC)[Pb]

B1 p e− → je−(V V )→ je−(jjµ+µ−) 1, 054× 10−4

B2 p e− → je−(V V )→ je−(jjµ−νµ) 1, 801× 10−3

B3 p e− → jνe(V V )→ jνe(jjµ
+µ−) 7, 155× 10−5

B4 p e− → jνe(V V )→ jνe(jjµ
−νµ) 5, 716× 10−4

B5 p e− → je−(V V )→ je−(jjµ+νµ) 1, 879× 10−3

B6 p e− → jνe(V V )→ jνe(jjµ
+νµ) 2, 776× 10−4

TABLE II: Background processes considered for p e− → µ± + 3j.

for each mass ΓN(mN , α) as input for the Monte Carlo (MC) events generation in MadGraph

for every signal benchmark point in table III.11

C. Backgrounds

Although both studied signals are forbidden by flavor and lepton number conservation

in the SM, and thus the signals have no SM irreducible backgrounds, one has to consider

SM backgrounds which involve possible lepton charge misidentification, and final states with

extra unobserved light neutrinos. We take into account the backgrounds in Table II, for the

analysis of both signal channels, following the discussions in refs. [61] and [62].

Backgrounds (B1), (B2), and (B5) in Tab II arise from di-vector boson production to-

gether with a jet and and electron, when the vector bosons (V = W or V = Z) decay into

a pair of jets and a di-muon pair or (anti-)muon and a light neutrino. If the electron is

soft, these processes can be confused with signals with extra radiated soft electrons, which

cannot be rejected without decreasing the signal efficiency.

The other important backgrounds come from di-vector boson production with a jet and

a light neutrino, as in backgrounds labeled (B3), (B4) and (B6) in table II. Here, when one

of the vectors is a W decaying leptonically, the final state only differs from the signals in

additional light neutrinos which escape undetected.

In fact, these last kind of processes could also be faked by the N effective interactions,

producing heavy neutrinos N instead of light neutrinos, as in p e− → jN(V V )→ jN(jjµ+νµ)

11 Except for the couplings bounded by 0νββ-decay, see section IIA. Also the loop factors are included in
the one-loop generated operators, see (A4) and (A5).
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that could, in principle, escape undetected or also be virtual, contributing to the background

amplitudes in diagrams as an internal line. We have checked that both contributions are

negligible. In the first case, for the heavy mN mass values we are considering the N must

decay promptly in the detector volume and should be noticed, changing the final state.

Second, the diagrams with virtual N include two effective vertices (both with scalar and

vector operators) which are suppressed by the neutrinoless double beta decay bound in the

case of initial quarks of the first family. The second family initial quarks contribution is also

suppressed by their PDF as sea-quarks inside the proton. Both effects force the effective

contributions to the backgrounds to be negligible.

One could in principle consider also backgrounds arising from single W production with

radiated jets, but we have checked they can be reduced, given that the events with radiated

jets can be clearly distinguished from the signals and the backgrounds considered, as the

radiated jets have very low pT . The background arising from single Z production decaying

to taus, and then muons, which can give a jjµ± plus missing energy final state, has a much

smaller cross section, and can be eliminated because these soft muons can be distinguished

from the signal. Three vector boson production is not considered, due to its much smaller

cross section.

D. Pre-selection cuts and generated datasets

We generate 105 MC events for each LFV and LNV signal and the backgrounds in table

II in MadGraph. We adopt the following basic acceptance cuts on the generated final leptons

ℓ and jets j: pT (ℓ) > 2 GeV, pT (j) > 5 GeV, |η(ℓ,j)| ≤ 4.5, and no cuts on the possible final

photons. We keep the default isolation criteria between any jets and leptons (∆Rjj,ℓℓ,ℓj > 0.4).

In figure 4 we show the parton-level cross section values we obtain for both the LFV and

LNV processes, generating signal events datasets with different values of the masses mN and

effective couplings α, together with the different backgrounds values. For mN near 120 GeV,

we find an enhancement of the signals cross section, partly due to the contribution of the

O(i)
Nlϕ operator to the N decay when the W is on-shell, which opens when mN > mW and

becomes a subleading decay channel when its decay to a Higgs boson and a light neutrino

N → hν is open for mN > mh, as can be seen in figure 3.

After parton shower and hadronization in Pythia and fast detector simulation with
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FIG. 4: Parton-level cross sections for the LFV (left) and LNV (right) processes, and the

six backgrounds considered (see text and table II).

Delphes we require (for signal reconstruction) a cut on the total transverse energy vari-

able TET< 900 GeV to insure the validity of the effective Lagrangian approach (with Λ = 1

TeV). Also, we ask for only one final muon (or anti-muon), depending on the signal, and at

least 3 jets, without cuts on their transverse momenta pT (j). The MC background sample

after this pre-selection cuts has 3.7 × 105 events for the LFV and 3.6 × 105 for the LNV

channels. The pre-selection cuts preserve more than 90% of the generated events in every

signal benchmark sample, for both channels.

These are the pure-signals and pure-backgrounds datasets used to train the multivariate

analysis (similarly generated but independent samples are mixed and used as input for the

classification application).

E. Multivariate analysis

We use many high level observables obtained from the information of the final recon-

structed objects as input for the TMVA analysis to classify signal and background events,

using a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm.12 The BDT was trained with samples of

12 We used 850 trees and the AdaBoost algorithm.
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FIG. 5: TMVA input variables distributions for the signal point mN = 100 GeV and

α = 0.2, and backgrounds.

3× 104 MC signal and background events for each benchmark point, randomly chosen from

the samples passing the pre-selection cuts described above. The rest of the events in each

sample are used for testing. Then the method is applied to classify independently gener-

ated samples containing a mixture of 105 MC events for every signal benchmark and each

background process in table II.

The discriminating power of the BDT relies on the fact that the signal and the background

are characterized by different features that can be entangled. The most relevant distributions
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FIG. 6: TMVA input variables distributions for the signal point mN = 500 GeV and

α = 0.2, and backgrounds.

are shown in figure 5 for mN = 100 GeV and figure 6 for mN = 500 GeV, for the LNV channel.

These are the transverse momenta and pseudo-rapidities of the final muon (or anti-muon),

jets and the missing energy, and also the invariant mass of each jet, of jet pairs, and the

invariant masses of pairs of jets and the muons M(ja, jb, µ
±).

We expect the jet beam to be the one with higher pT , identified as j1 in our analysis,

and thus, the invariant mass M(j2, j3, µ
±) is expected to reconstruct the value of mN for
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each signal benchmark point. This is the case for the lower mN values, but as can be seen

comparing figures 5 and 6, this criterion fails when the N is heavy (and energetic) enough

to produce the hardest jet on its decay. As expected, the invariant masses of jet pairs in

the background events peak mostly around the vector boson masses, but this also happens

in the signal events when the bosonic charged current operator ONlϕ in (A3) drives the N

decay.

It can be seen from the plots in figures 5 and 6 that the distributions do not favor a cut-

and-count strategy to discriminate the signals. Although for the higher mass benchmark

sample (mN = 500 GeV) the invariant mass distributions in the last row of figure 6 seem

to allow for a significant separation, it must be kept in mind the short number of events

obtained for this signal benchmark, given the low cross section value (see also figure 4).

In order to obtain the optimized values for the BDT cut for each benchmark sample,

we input the expected number of physical background and signal events after applying the

pre-selection cuts. As an example, the BDT variable normalized distributions for the LNV

(pe− → µ+ + 3j) signal datasets with mN = 100 GeV, mN = 500 GeV and α = 0.2 and the

combined backgrounds are shown in figure 7, together with the optimal BDT cut efficiency

curves. The plots in figures 5, 6 and 7 show the results for the LNV channel pe− → µ++3j.

The efficiencies and distributions for the LFV case are similar and we do not show them

here. The final number of physical events classified as signal and background for both the

LFV and LNV processes are given in table III.

We use the multivariate analysis to classify events as signal or background for the bench-

mark signal generated datasets. The numbers of physical events at the LHeC after applying

both the pre-selection and BDT classification cuts are shown in table III, for an integrated

luminosity of L = 100 fb−1.

F. Results

The projected sensitivity limits on the effective couplings α for the heavy Majorana

neutrino masses mN in the 100 − 500 GeV range obtained from both studied processes at

the LHeC are shown in figure 8.

The 95% CLs exclusion limits in the mN − α plane are calculated following the PDG

review on Statistics [92] and Apprendix B in [75]. For each signal point in table III we
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FIG. 7: BDT normalized distributions and Cut efficiencies for signal and background

samples for the LNV process pe− → µ+ + 3j at LHeC. Up: mN = 100 GeV, α = 0.2. For

Ns = 146 and Nb = 212, BDT cut ≥ 0.0247 gives significance Ns/
√
Ns +Nb = 11.8419.

Down: mN = 500 GeV, α = 0.2. For Ns = 16 and Nb = 212, BDT cut ≥ 0.1186 gives

significance Ns/
√
Ns +Nb = 3.8117.

calculate the upper number of signal events sup consistent at 95% CLs with the observation

of the expected number of background events, by supposing that the data collected in the

experiment exactly matches the integer part of the number of events for the background

prediction. The shaded areas (lower mass, higher couplings) correspond to the parameter

regions where the interpolated expected number of signal events exceeds the upper allowed

value sup, and thus the limits are imposed directly on the parameter space values. As

the number of events classified as background after the BDT cut changes from one signal

benchmark point to another, we show the curves corresponding to the greatest (and lowest)

upper number of signal events sup for each channel. The region between this two curves is
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LFV (pe− → µ− + 3j)

mN

α
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

100 GeV
Ns 45.25 80.16 131.62 195.14 279.24

Nb 246.45 253.47 260.02 270.76 278.39

125 GeV
49.62 82.16 126.01 187.22 257.29

249.96 256.43 265.78 273.86 287.10

150 GeV
22.47 33.27 48.91 69.69 95.78

242.67 245.84 249.51 253.18 257.22

200 GeV
14.99 20.04 27.49 36.13 47.83

240.04 241.30 242.51 244.83 246.65

300 GeV
17.66 21.00 26.19 31.25 38.36

238.31 238.85 238.48 239.42 239.71

500 GeV
12.63 14.19 15.60 16.48 18.02

235.90 235.96 235.80 236.37 236.45

LNV (pe− → µ+ + 3j)

mN

α
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

100 GeV
Ns 42.81 76.61 124.76 186.90 264.87

Nb 221.89 227.43 233.80 241.06 248.65

125 GeV
49.51 81.60 127.19 187.30 261.75

224.83 230.32 236.31 243.02 250.31

150 GeV
23.00 33.90 51.66 72.06 100.07

218.59 221.46 222.89 226.87 228.41

200 GeV
15.22 20.72 28.59 37.46 49.38

217.05 217.93 218.70 220.83 222.38

300 GeV
17.87 21.53 25.61 31.22 38.77

215.53 215.74 216.52 216.76 216.79

500 GeV
12.59 13.93 15.02 16.74 18.09

213.35 213.59 213.84 213.53 213.57

TABLE III: Number of events of LFV signal (left) and LNV signal (right) and backgrounds

after TMVA classification at the LHeC for an integrated luminosity L = 100 fb−1.

displayed in a lighter color in the plots in figure 8.

We also show the 5σ- discovery contours, obtained using the well known formula for the

signal statistical significance [93]:

Zσ =

√
2

[
(Ns +Nb) ln

(
1 +

Ns

Nb

)
− Ns

]
= 5σ.

The lower mass and higher coupling (mN < 150 GeV, α > 0.15) regions in the parameter

space could be separated with 5σ significance from the expected backgrounds for both the

LFV and LNV channels, meaning the LHeC would be able to discover this lepton-trijet

signals after collecting 100 fb−1 of data.

The obtained sensitivity prospects show that the LHeC could be able to probe the scenario

of a heavy N with a mass near and above the electroweak scale, and constrain the effective

couplings (mostly those of the muon family) to a region of the parameter space as tight as the

bounds that are currently considered for the O(10) GeV scale masses (see refs. [29, 51, 53]

for comparable νSMEFT phenomenologic studies). Also, we find the results for discovery

and exclusion regions are similar for both the muon-trijet (LFV) and the anti-muon-trijet

(LNV) signals studied.
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FIG. 8: 5σ-Discovery and 95% CLs limits, for the muon-trijet (left) and anti-muon-trijet

(right) channels at the LHeC (Taking Λ = 1 TeV).

It is important to stress that the bounds in figure 8 are obtained for a realistic benchmark

scenario configuration where we fix all the couplings of the d = 6 νSMEFT operators in

table I for every flavor to the same numerical value α, excepting those of the operators

contributing to the unobserved neutrinoless double beta decay, corresponding to the first

fermions family (i = 1), which are set to the value of the corresponding bound α0νββ(mN) =

3.2×10−2
(

mN

100 GeV

)1/2 for Λ = 1 TeV. The loop factor in the couplings of the ONB and ONW

dipole operators is included in the numerical calculations: we fix αNB = αNW = α, but take

into account the loop factor in the interaction vertices, as presented in the Lagrangian terms

(A4) and (A5).

Also, the νSMEFT approach considered here only includes one heavy Majorana neutrino

N as observable degree of freedom, and neglects the renormalizable Type-I seesaw mixing

terms it could have with the active neutrinos. In this sense, the obtained sensitivity prospects

for the LHeC appear to be looser than those obtained in refs. [61, 62], but they are just

non-comparable.

The interested reader can find sensitivity prospects for the near-future experiments con-

cerning the dimension-6 νSMEFT interactions in [42] for a long-lived N at the LHC exploit-

ing possible displaced vertices searches, and in [49] for prompt and displaced N decays at

future Higgs factories, in both cases for lighter N benchmark scenarios with mN ≲ 60 GeV.
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Also, a variety of testable signals in planned experiments are discussed in [51]. We have

explored the discovery potential for the heavy N at the ILC in [48]. However, we are leaving

for future work a systematic comparison of the sensitivity reaches of near-future planned

experiments.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we study the prospects of the future LHeC electron-proton collider to

discover or constrain the νSMEFT interactions, performing the first dedicated and realistic

analysis of the well known lepton-trijet signals, both for the lepton flavor violating p e− →

µ− + 3j (LFV) and the lepton number violating p e− → µ+ + 3j (LNV) channels. Despite

of both processes being irreducible SM background-free, we take into account the possible

backgrounds due to charge misidentification and final states with extra unobserved light

neutrinos, performing a dedicated simulation and analysis at the reconstructed level.

The effective field theory extending the standard model with sterile right-handed neutri-

nos νSMEFT is the adequate tool for parameterizing new high-scale weakly coupled physics

in a model independent manner, and allows for a systematic study of the HNLs phenomenol-

ogy in current and future experiments. We consider heavy Majorana neutrinos coupled to

ordinary matter by dimension 6 effective operators, focusing on a simplified scenario with

only one right-handed neutrino added, and consider every operator contributing to the N

production and decay channels.

A thorough signals kinematical characterization for the LHeC environment would suggest

the use of the separation of the N decay products from the beam jet for a search strategy,

but we find the detailed simulation of the complete N production and decay to the lepton-

trijet final states cannot be significantly discriminated from the backgrounds on a cut-and-

count approach at the reconstructed level. We thus focus on testing the performance of a

multivariate analysis with a boosted decision tree (BDT) algorithm.

The obtained 95% CLs exclusion limits in the mN − α plane are presented in figure 8,

showing that the LHeC could constrain the effective couplings (mostly those of the muon

family) to a region of the parameter space as tight as the bounds that are currently considered

for the sub-electroweak scale masses (see Refs. [29, 51, 53]).

Our results demonstrate that the LHeC is also an excellent facility for discovering heavy
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Majorana neutrinos around the electroweak scale, even in the limit of the νSMEFT where

one discards their mixing with the active neutrino states. The LNV and LFV lepton-trijet

signatures could be “golden channels” for HNLs searches. A discovery of heavy neutrinos

would have far-reaching consequences, but also constraining the possible new physics in-

volved in neutrino mass generation can be a path to resolve the origin of the observed

neutrino masses, which is one of the most challenging open questions in particle physics.
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Appendix A: Explicit Lagrangian terms from the effective operators

For completeness we list here the explicit Lagrangian terms given by each d = 6 effective

operator listed in table I, with ϕ = (0, v+h√
2
)T , after electroweak symmetry breaking (the

hermitian conjugate must be added).

The Higgs dressed mixing operator gives the following Lagrangian terms,

O(i)
LNϕ = (ϕ†ϕ)(L̄iNϕ̃)→

α
(i)
LNϕ

Λ2

(
3v2

2
√
2
ν̄L,iNR h+

3v

2
√
2
ν̄L,iNR hh+

1

2
√
2
ν̄L,iNR hhh

)
(A1)

plus a contriubution to neutrino mass (see [51]):
α
(i)
LNϕ

Λ2
v3

2
√
2
νL,iNR.

The neutral bosonic current contributes to the Z → NN decays as well as interactions with

the Higgs, and leads also to new Higgs vertices

ONNϕ = i(ϕ†←→Dµϕ)(N̄γµN)→ −
α
(i)
NNϕ

Λ2

(
(N̄Rγ

µNR)
(mZ

v
Zµ

) (
v2 + 2vh+ hh

))
. (A2)

The bosonic charged current resembles the SM CC interaction, here substituting active for

sterile neutrinos

O(i)
Nlϕ = i(ϕT ϵDµϕ)(N̄γµli)→

α
(i)
Nlϕ

Λ2

mW√
2v

(N̄Rγ
µlR,i)W

+
µ (v2 + 2vh+ hh). (A3)

The dipole operators must be generated at one-loop level in the unknown UV complete

theory: thus the Lagrangian terms they generate include a loop factor 1/16π2, which we
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explicitly write here and consider in our numerical calculations.

O(i)
NB = (L̄iσ

µνN)ϕ̃Bµν → i
α
(i)
NB

Λ2(16π2)

(v + h)√
2

(ν̄L,iσ
µνNR)

(
sWP (Z)

µ Zν − cWP (A)
µ Aν

)
(A4)

O(i)
NW = (L̄iσ

µντ IN)ϕ̃W I
µν →

α
(i)
NW

Λ2(16π2)
i
√
2
{
(ν̄L,iσ

µνNR)
[
(v + h)(cWP (Z)

µ Zν + sWP (A)
µ Aν) + (2mW + gh)W+

µ W−
ν

]
+(ℓ̄L,iσ

µνNR)
[√

2(2mW + gh)W−
µ (cWZν + sWAν) + P (W )

µ W−
ν (v + h)

]}
(A5)

Here the action of derivatives on the fields is substituted for the corresponding (in-going to

vertex) momenta.

The four-fermion contact terms include neutral currents mediated by vectors:

O(i)
QNN = (Q̄iγ

µQi)(N̄γµN)→
α
(i)
QNN

Λ2
(ūL,iγ

µuL,i + d̄L,iγ
µdL,i)(N̄RγµNR) (A6)

O(i)
LNN = (L̄iγ

µLi)(N̄γµN)→ α
(i)
LNN

Λ2
(ν̄L,iγ

µνL,i + ℓ̄L,iγ
µℓL,i)(N̄RγµNR) (A7)

O(i)
fNN = (f̄iγ

µfi)(N̄γµN)→
α
(i)
fNN

Λ2
(f̄iγ

µfi)(N̄RγµNR), f = uR, dR, ℓR (A8)

A charged current mediated by a vector:

O(i,j)
duNl = (d̄jγ

µuj)(N̄γµli)→
α
(i,j)
duNl

Λ2
(d̄R,jγ

µuR,j)(N̄RγµℓR,i) (A9)

And interactions that can be mediated by both charged and neutral scalars:

O(i,j)
QuNL = (Q̄juj)(N̄Li)→

α
(i,j)
QuNL

Λ2
(ūL,juR,jN̄RνL,i + d̄L,juR,jN̄RℓL,i) (A10)

O(i,j)
LNQd = (L̄iN)ϵ(Q̄jdj)→

α
(i,j)
LNQd

Λ2
(ν̄L,iNRd̄L,jdR,j − ℓ̄L,iNRūL,jdR,j) (A11)

O(i,j)
QNLd = (Q̄iN)ϵ(L̄j, dj)→

α
(i,j)
QNLd

Λ2
(ūL,iNRℓ̄L,jdR,j − d̄L,iNRν̄L,jdR,j) (A12)

O(i,j)
LNLl = (L̄iN)ϵ(L̄jlj)→

α
(i,j)
LNLl

Λ2
(ν̄L,iNRℓ̄L,jℓR,j − ℓ̄L,iNRν̄L,jℓR,j). (A13)
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